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• You will want to engage people to find out
What does care currently like compared to the standard?
Why they think there is a gap between the standard and current state? (root causes)  
What they think should change first and why? 

• You will want to prioritize solutions that are most important to people  and address root causes
• So how will you gather their opinions? We’d like to share a few ideas with you that have been used 

successfully in healthcare quality improvement initiatives.
Idea #1 – hold a contest… consider a naming contest early on (offer a prize to the winning 
person or unit). It creates a real buzz around the initiative, and it signals that people will have 
input into the change.
Idea # 2 – use a dot survey so  people can vote on change ideas… just post a list and provide 
sticky dots to get a pulse on which change idea is most popular.
Idea #3 – use a comment box… this is an anonymous way for people to get something off 
their chest, and it usually feels inviting to a wide variety of people. You can either put the 
name of the initiative on the box or a specific question like the ones we just talked about.
And Idea #4 – the graffiti board – this is just a large sheet of paper with a problem statement 
at the top, and the invite for suggestions on how to fix it. You need to pre-populate with 1 or 
2 ideas because a blank sheet can be intimidating. The graffiti board is your most interactive 
opinion gathering mechanism – people start building on others’ ideas.

• Whichever methods you choose, you will want to ensure that you are communicating the results 
back regularly. This is the 2-way part – people want to know happened after they submitted their 
opinions to you. Make sure to build this feedback into your regular communications about your 
initiative.

• Lastly, I have 1 important tip to share with you around 2-way communication: if you’re not getting 
feedback, you’re not using the right mechanism to gather opinions… I have seen this at play in 
person. Hospital A used a suggestion box to gather opinions on their inpatient pilot unit very 
successfully, so Hospital B decided to do that as well in their ED… but Hospital B didn’t receive a 
single comment! Staff said they were too busy. Hospital B then tried a graffiti board in the staff 
washroom, and within days the graffiti board was full. So if your mechanism isn’t working, just try 
another mechanism!
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